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Table  &  Pedestal  Sets

Table and pedestal complete packaged sets available with oval 
or round table and fixed or adjustable length pedestal.  
The thread-lock pedestal system allows the table and pedestal 
pole to be quickly and easily removed from the base for storage.  
The thread lock also includes a ratchet lock mechanism for very 
steady and secure mounting.
The tables are made from UV stabilised high impact plastic and 
the pedestals are silver anodised aluminium.

A Oval or round table - fixed or adjustable pedestal
A Quickly and easily dismantles for storage
A The pedestal base is surface mounted on deck
A Unique locking system ensures the pedestal is secure
A Reinforced table fits snugly over pedestal top
A Push the quick release button on pedestal base and 
 un-thread pedestal pole for fast and easy storage
A UV stabilised high impact plastic tables
A Silver anodised aluminium pedestals
A Both tables include 4 x recessed cup holders
A Fixed height pedestals are 685mm height
A Adjustable pedestals adjust from 500mm to 710mm.
A Base diameter - 180mm Base height - 16mm
A Round table is 610mm (24”) diameter
A Oval table is 765mm (30”) long x 460mm (18”) wide

RWB4900 Round table with adjustable pedestal
RWB4901 Oval table with adjustable pedestal
RWB4902 Round table with fixed height pedestal
RWB4903 Oval table with fixed height pedestal

RWB4905 Base only for table pedestal
  (fitting additional base allows table   
  to be moved to multiple places)

Fast and easy 
thread-lock 
assembly and 
disassembly

Adjustable boat seat clamp complete with 175mm 
(7") seat swivel fitted.  Allows quick and easy 
removal or re-positioning of most brands of seats.  
The clamp has non-slip covers over black plated 
steel frame with ball bearing swivel.  
Wing nuts on the clamp allow quick adjustment from 
approx 200mm to 400mm bench seat diameter.

RWB3790 Black EDC coated steel

Corrosion resistant seat clamp and swivel.
Made from stainless steel rod with non-slip PVC 
covering and a 175mm (7") aluminium seat swivel.
The seat clamp allows quick and easy removal 
or re-positioning of most brands of seats. 
Wing nuts on the clamp allow quick adjustment 
from 200mm to 400mm bench seat diameter.

RWB3797 Stainless and aluminium

Seat  Clamp  &  Swivel  -  Stainless  &  Aluminium

Seat  Clamp  &  Swivel  -  EDC  Coated  Steel
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